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Yellowstone NP
Hiking with NGO Yellowstone Forever
Today, Sunday September 15th is an anniversary of sorts. Three years ago today we
visited the big RV show in Hershey, Pennsylvania. We walked through dozens of class A, B, &
C RVs, but kept coming back to sit in the Airstreams. Today, Dave towed our Airstream over
the most challenging 190 miles of our trip, crossing the Continental Divide three times from
Colter Bay in the Tetons to the northern end of Yellowstone.
We have a clear morning for our 7:15 departure, a nippy 31 degrees. Our destination
today is the campground at Mammoth near the hot springs just inside the northern entrance
to the park. It runs as a first-come, first-served facility, and we want to get in line before 10am.
The park roads are narrow, have no shoulder, and frequently skirt the edge of cliffs and
canyons. I am torn between trying to take a picture or closing my eyes and not looking at the
shear drop just outside my truck
door. Dave navigates perfectly,
and despite getting behind a few
slow cars, we are on time, right
up to 9:50, 7 miles away. That is
when we hit our 48th
construction zone of the trip. And
we sit. Turn the engine off. Break
out the snacks. Wait some more.
Eventually the convoy of southbound traffic drags by. Finally it is
our turn to move.
We roll past the white travertine steps of the Mammoth Hot Springs and the old Army
Barracks that are now rangers’ quarters, and zig-zag our way down another hillside to see the
entrance to the campground. It is now about 11am. We cannot turn left to pull in — the line is
already out to the road and no one can get around us. So we drive forward in hopes of
finding a place to turn around and try to get in line, but before we can find a spot, we have
exited the park. The line to get into the park is the longest we have ever seen it! We wave to
the one Airstream in line and drive on to Plan B.
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Dave has another first-come, first-served campsite in mind. It is a National Forest
property, near a spot on the map labeled Jardine. We get through town, also with a single
lane over the bridge out of town, and immediately turn right and begin to climb like a goat
up the face of a small mountain. A road sign requests that you use 4-wheel drive to avoid
turning the dirt road into a washboard. There are two tight switchbacks on the way up. I can
spot the entrance to Yellowstone from the reflections of the sun on all the cars in line. The
town of Gardner looks like a western movie set from up here. And still we climb.
Eventually we see a small brown sign identifying the campground and we pull in and
start to circle looking for an open spot where we will fit. After parking with flashers, the camp
host comes up to greet us (a first!) and tells us that site 9 would work best for us. Our site has
a bear box, picnic table, and fire ring, and is
next to one of the two vault toilets up
here. We could park another Airstream on
the site, it is so large. The host chuckles at
my observation and says, “We aren’t in
the commercial camping business.” Thank
goodness for that! We use every leveling
block we own (3 sets!) to get the rig level
— it looks wonky like a fun house
reflection, but the level bubbles say it
really is level. The floor of the rig at the
door is about waist high! Climbing the
steps brings back memories of US Navy
shipboard ladders.
Today is the first time we get underway without knowing exactly where we are going
to be camping at days end. A new milestone.
The sun is out. The temperature has climbed to the mid-eighties. There is an energetic
breeze blowing. We open the windows for the first time in a week, and have lunch. Later we
decide to go exploring — we have some questions for the rangers at the visitor center about
campgrounds that are out in the Lamar Valley. We have not lined up where we will go next
week yet — torn between staying up in Yellowstone or returning to the Tetons to see the
leaves change (finally!). Lamar Valley is kind of ground zero for the animals of the park. So we
head back down the mountain and go exploring.
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Lamar Valley never disappoints — with the possible exception of a lack of safe and
level places to pull over and admire the views and animals. The sun is sliding towards
evening’s rest and throwing an amber coverlet across the hills of sage and dry grass. The soft
light gives the prickles of brittle sage stalks and their tiny coarse leaves the appearance of a
figure hugging velvet dress stretched across the curves of the valley hills. Your fingers want to
reach out and feel the luxurious fabric. In another trick of light, the stony river flashes a
brilliant sapphire gem blue with sparks of white as it rumbles over the shoals of its bed —
while the sky has been bled of color in anticipation of sunset.
A large herd of pronghorn is highlighted at the steep edge of the riverbank, their
white masked faces shining as they stand looking west. Prominent against a dark green
curtain of conifers with a sparkling blue ribbon at their feet, I long to set up my camera to
capture all the amazing colors that come together in the frame of my mind’s eye. But there
are no turns outs for miles, and no safe shoulder to hike back on. As Dave remarked, it is easy
to see why the Lamar Valley is often called the American Serengeti.

Slough Creek campground is set back a couple of miles from the road and has maybe
one spot that we might fit. Most of the campers are van or teardrop sized. The river is crawling
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with fly fisherman, and that seems to be the main customers here. Essentially, we won’t fit.
Further on, passing through two massive bison road jams, we check out Pebble Creek. An
even smaller campground with two or three sites we could fit, maybe. But the word from the
rangers is that they fill up by 7:30 in the morning!. We just can’t see leaving where we are to
drive an hour through more crazy roads in the hopes that one of three sites might be
available. As it is, we are very lucky to be in Eagle Creek. It filled by lunch time. We returned
from our adventures at 8pm, and saw about a dozen folks pulled over alongside our
mountain forest road to camp for the night, all campgrounds full.

Oh! And as we passed back through Mammoth returning tonight, we heard and saw a
bull elk bugling! He was on the lawn of the residences. Sadly, it was too dim to get a picture.
The last time we heard an elk call was camping with friend Kasey in Hells Canyon of Oregon.
Many, many years ago. Quite an end to the day!
Monday —
There is a rodeo outside our window this morning — as campers hitch up to depart
and folks hoping to snag a spot circle around the tiny campground. We are in the middle —
and can see every site. Jack is a very diligent host. From behind our dark windows, I watch
two fellows gesticulating angrily at our site. They drive away. They come back, eventually
setting up on two small sites opposite ours. We find out from Jack later that this campground
did not used to have a host, and it was the wild west up here, with sometimes four or five rigs
on a site. “Someone” was angry that they were not allowed to do as they had on the past. One
bet …. We are grateful to have Jack as ring master — it keeps the camp more in tune with the
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intended ‘distributed camping’ idea. (Did I mention Jack lives in an Airstream called the
Nest?)
Mid-morning we venture down the hill and walk around to see Gardiner. The town
clings to both banks of the Yellowstone River. We check out one of the two commercial RV
resorts in town for future reference. It is down
the north embankment, half of the sites back
onto the river. Sites fairly close together, but
we’ve seen worse. The reviews say it is clean.
Not cheap, but you are two minutes from the
Roosevelt Arch with full hookups.
The shops on the strip facing the park
wear the architecture of the old west,
complete with wooden boardwalks. Vendors
offering rafting trips or guided tours are
already closed for the season. The ice cream
and coffee shops are still open. I cannot resist
a walk around of one of the stores — it sells
gorgeous western clothes. They don’t strike
me as the made-for-tourists, or the rich folks’
puttin-on-the-cowbowy-ritz kind of costume
clothes. I should have taken a picture of the
fabrics. The walls are covered in bits of tack for
sale. There are displays of shaving kits with
their soap brushes and mugs. Beautifully carved and hand dyed leather belts. Ornate buckles
the size of softballs. Simple and stunning saddles rest on sawhorses. The back corner of the
shop has a snug workshop for creating and mending leather and who knows what other
treasures. Dave asks the clerk how late in the season the shop stays open. “All year,” she says.
“Most of our customers are from the local ranches, and they still need us in winter.”
By now it is one in the afternoon. The Wonderland Cafe comes highly recommended
and so we stop for lunch. (Wonderland being the original name for the park, created at the
time when Alice in Wonderland was a popular book.) The avocado toast I ordered is so
delicious I could lick the plate! Dave thoroughly enjoys his chili. It would be easy to eat here
for every meal.
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Next on the to-do list is to find the town laundromat.
Important to know, as they have public showers, and we
don’t have a big enough gray water tank to accommodate
showers after every hike, or an easy way to get more fresh
water at the campsite. Coin operated, they cost five dollars
for ten minutes of water. They are clean, and just a block
from the meeting spot for the hikes. We are here this week
so that Dave can explore more of Yellowstone on foot. Too
big, unknown, and potentially dangerous than the hikes we
know well in the Tetons, it is not smart to hike alone here. So,
Dave has signed up with the Yellowstone Forever organization to join four days of organized
hikes. The perfect solution!
We stop at the town grocery store for the first real shop in two weeks. You can have
any kind of cookie as long as it is chocolate chip or Oreo. But they have ice tea, hot dogs, and
bread, so we are good to go for a few more days. Back up the hill to offload. By the time we
get back to camp, storm clouds are rolling around the mountain tops. I realize looking out
that I can see the white terraces of Mammoth Hot Springs in the distance! Dave sets up the
Go-Pro camera on the hitch to record the clouds’ stormy behavior.
Statistically, Gardiner is one of the driest areas of the park. Surrounded by mountains
that can block the rain, we watch showers fall in the west and east. The wind becomes so
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strong I am driven inside from my camp chair and can barely close the door. The sky darkens.
Rumbles of thunder roll overhead. I see a flash of lightning strike south of us. Maybe we won’t
go back down the hill to drive around the park this afternoon after all! I break out some of my
sewing. Dave consults maps and makes camp arrangements for next week in Bozeman and
Paradise Valley. We’ll miss the turn of the aspens in the Tetons again after all. The rig, by shear
luck, is pointed in the direction of the wind, so gusts slide over the bullet nose of the
Airstream. Yet it is strong enough to rock us around a little bit.
Some rain does fall, but it is barely committed. It is over in five minutes. A rather
inauspicious introduction to four days of hiking. After a simple dinner Dave heads down the
hill for the orientation meeting with his hiking group. The instructor has been hiking in the
area for twenty years. She gives Dave confidence as she lays out the reasoning for her choice
of hikes on which days — proving she is reasonably weather savvy. There are eleven other
hikers, some are also recent retirees. “Seems like a good group, as much as you can tell
before the first hike,” Dave says. He packs for tomorrow and we turn in early.
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Tuesday —
Dave is up early and raring to go. I get to roll over, pull the covers snug up to my chin
and resume whatever my dream was. I sleep past seven! I try to make myself coffee with
Dave’s favorite Aeropress. He did show me once. But I make a hash of it, with a mug full of
grounds and a royal mess to clean up. I am glad he wasn’t here to see it! So, I break out my
trusty mocha pot, and make myself two cups of espresso. The sky is lead gray. The folks
moving around camp have winter hats on and are blowing into their gloved hands, hopping
from foot to foot in line for the toilets. I think I will remain inside my silver mountain cabin,
grateful for the radiant heat, and sip hot coffee while I write to you. Then sew a little. And
maybe read. I hope Dave isn’t too cold and wet!
Tuesday Evening —

The hike was a success. The Garnet Hill Loop is roughly a ten mile round trip with only
about 600 feet in elevation change, Dave considers it an easy day and good introduction to
the week. Their chosen trailhead is near the Tower-Roosevelt Junction of the park. They pass
through meadow, forest, and riverside, even fording on foot. A small detour takes them to a
suspension bridge built by the Civilian Conservation Corps, stretching across a stunning
gorge of the Yellowstone River. The weather is cool and damp. Misty precipitation for a good
part of the day, and one shower. Known as a trail with abundant wildlife sightings, the group
is disappointed to encounter only two bison crossing a meadow at a great distance.
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Wednesday —
This morning the hikers must set their alarms even earlier. “Go” is 6:45. The clouds
have cleared. As Dave whispers good-bye in my ear, he mentions it is 31 degrees outside.
The Alde radiant heat of our rig is working its magic while Dave braves the cold and drives
down the dark hill to pick up another hiker and continue on to the rally point. They have a big
day planned — a summit. But first, they have a 90-minute ride to the Canyon area of the park
to reach the trailhead. Their destination is Observation Peak via Cascade Lake. A round trip of
11 miles with 1500 feet elevation change.
For two days in a row, the hiker’s bus has driven past the campground at mammoth
before 7:30 am, with a long line to get in already forming. We may be back at Eagle Creek for
our photography class! We never expected campgrounds to be so full this late after Labor
Day.
A beautiful blue sky day for a hike. The summit afforded astonishing views of several
mountain ranges, including the Tetons! Never having seen them from such a vantage point
before, Dave remarks that he had never realized just how “isolated” the Tetons were from
other mountains. Standing at their foot, they seem part of a long chain.
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There was a lot excitement in the group when one of
the hikers pointed out three wolves! Two pale colored and a
black wolf — which someone else decided meant it was the soand-so pack. Dave had his doubts. He could just make out
one of them appearing to pounce as it hunted. It turns out it
was two coyote and a black stump!! That certainly matches the
hunting style. Still, chalk up coyotes for the wildlife parade
checklist! The group also pass carcasses from each of the
several large mammals of the park, bison, elk, and a mule deer.

A couple of the hikers are from Texas. Dave was sharing our general travel plans for
the rest of the trip. He has a speaking obligation while we are in Texas, although we have no
solid plans yet for where exactly we will be. Once they learned from Dave that I like to quilt,
the recommendations became unanimous — I need to go to Fredericksburg Texas — the quilt
capital of the state. We’ll see!
Thursday —
Blacktail Trailhead to Yellowstone Forever Overlook via a descent into the Black
Canyon of the Yellowstone River (the end is near our camp!). This will be the hardest hike of
the week, with a lot of up and down, extremely rocky walking surface, and a cliff to climb.
Luckily, the rain holds off for most of the day.
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Friday — The hiking
weather has either
been drop dead
gorgeous, or wet and
cold. Today it has
reverted to wet and
cold from the very
start. The group
decides to hike
around Mammoth. It is
a wet day at camp
today too. I am glad to
be inside with lovely
heat. I toy with a
possible logo design
for our public social
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media and sew a little. Dave arrives back at camp, soaked, and covered in mud. But happy.
Over 40 miles of hiking completed this week — quite a sense of accomplishment!
For the first time since Monday afternoon, I leave my cool aerie, and we join some of
the other hikers for dinner at the Wonderland Cafe. It may be drizzling outside, but it is very
warm and congenial around the table.
Dave never turned off the text alert service for Yellowstone Roads from our visit last
year. Tonight we are hearing about the road closures in the park. The eastern entrance closed
due to winter weather. Now Dunraven Pass. We fall asleep, happy that we are below the snow
line.
Saturday, 38 degrees —

SNOW! The hills all around our camp are wearing white winter caps on their heads. As
we move through our morning chores to secure for sea, the already low clouds slide down
the mountain slopes, pulling their pewter covering closer to the valleys. Puffs of fog form and
dissipate in the creases of the mountains. Streaks of steam rise above the tops of the stone
terrace across the way in Mammoth. Any moment now the white mist will come for us.
We are headed for a campground on the edge of the town in Bozeman, Montana. A
college town, Bozeman for years has been our jumping off point for mountain vacations. It
should be fun!
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